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This is the book that Bobbi Brown's fans have been waiting for: her 25-plus years of makeup styling

experience distilled into one complete, gorgeous book.Bobbi looks at everything from skincare

basics to every aspect of facial makeup-from how to find the right color and type of foundation for

any skin tone to how to apply every detail of eye makeup (Brows, Eye Liner, Eye Shadow, and Eye

Lashes) no matter your eye color and shape. Plus, Bobbi looks beyond the face with informative

chapters on "Hands and Feet" and "Body Skin Care."Each chapter has thorough step-by-step basic

directions for makeup application and easy-to-follow photographs and line drawings, along with

Bobbi's expert, yet assuring, advice. Plus, there's a groundbreaking section of the book that will be

of special interest to women who've wanted to know how makeup stylists do what they do: the top

beauty secrets only these artists know, essential equipment to keep on hand, how to break into the

business, and how to work with photographers and celebrities.Breathtaking photos of the finished

faces-from everyday looks to exotic runway style-along with advice on putting it all together for

every woman, make this a book like no other.
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"Her makeup instruction manuals are among the best makeup books in the

business."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Sunday Herald Sun"If you're someone who has been nervous about dabbling in

makeup, maybe this will help you to take the plunge."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Townsville Bulletin

Bobbi Brown is an internationally renowned makeup artist and CEO of Bobbi Brown Cosmetics. Her



products are sold in more than 400 stores and 20 countries worldwide. BObbi is also the exclusive

beauty editor of NBC's TODAY show and a frequent guest on E! and the Style channels.

This book is great for the beginner. It has lots of good how to instructions for basic looks. It doesn't

have a lot of "club" looks so if that's what you're looking for this is not for you. It is however a great

book to give a teen or anyone else that needs some basic lessons on skin care, make up and tools,

and how not to look like a drag queen. This book also has a section for people who want to become

professionals. It has good starter set up tips and references.

Great for beginners like myself. Learn different techniques for applying makeup

It's very informative and instructive in the art of makeup application.

The book taught me why prepping your skin is so important and whatever you put into your body is

as important. It covers the very basics, beginner essentials for sure. My favourite chapters would be

'Skin' and 'Face'. The chapter on 'Eyes' was too basic for me, and didnt cover the various eye

types, which was a minus point. Overall, it's definetly a book that you can refer to.

I learnt a lot from this instructional manual and recommend it to anyone wanting to learn orjust to

improve on their skills.

This was a very helpful book in many ways -- I got lots of insight on different techniques for skincare

and makeup. It was definitely focused on Asian eyes (seems to be one of Bobbi's specialties) but I

think that I still gleaned plenty of tips and tricks for great, simple makeup application. As someone

who enjoys makeup but is not experienced, this was a great resource!

I really like this book because it breaks things down for people like me who are terrible at make up.

She tells you exactly what you need in your home, on the go,and going out at night kits and then

how to use all of it. I love that is pretty enough to leave out even after you are finished reading it,

even the paperback version that I bought is nice enough to be a coffee table book.

Just arrived. Looks AWESOME. Think will be so helpful. Thanks so much
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